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Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing a Woods Equipment Company, Mini-Excavator Manual Quick-Latch. 
This Quick-Latch is made from the finest materials and optimum design specifications to 
maximize performance with compatible excavator attachments.  This manual covers a wide 
range of quick latches. The pictures in this manual may not exactly represent the quick latch 
you have ordered.  

Please read and understand this entire owner's manual before installing the Quick-Latch. If 
questions arise, contact Woods Equipment Company. Factory personnel are available to assist 
you over the phone.  

 
Woods Equipment Company  

1962 Queenland Dr. 
Mosinee, Wisconsin 54455 

U.S. 800-782-5454 
715-692-5900 

FAX: 715-692-5987 
www.woodsequipment.com 
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Safety Practices 

 

This symbol means "Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety or the Safety of Others is Involved! 
This symbol is used with the following signal words to attract attention to safety messages found in this 
manual. The message that follows the symbol contains important information about Safety. To avoid 
possible death or injury, carefully read and follow the messages! Be sure to fully understand the 
potential causes of death or injury.  

The signal word is a distinctive word on safety decals and in this manual that alert the viewer to the 
existence and relative degree of the hazard.  

 
DANGER 

The signal word "Danger" denotes an extremely hazardous situation exists on or near the machine, 
which would result in high probability of death or serious injury if proper precautions are not taken.  

 
WARNING 

The signal word "Warning" denotes a hazard exists on or near the machine which can cause injury or 
death if the precautions are not taken.  

 
CAUTION 

The signal word "Caution" denotes a reminder of safety practices or directs attention to unsafe 
practices on or near the machine, which could result in personal injury if the proper precautions are not 
taken.  

It is impossible to compile a list of safety precautions covering all situations. However, there are basic 
safety precautions that MUST be followed during installation and operation of the Quick-Latch. Safety is 

YOUR PRIME RESPONSIBILITY, since any piece of equipment is only as safe AS THE PERSON AT 

THE CONTROLS. 

With this thought in mind, this information has been provided to assist you in promoting a safe working 
atmosphere for yourself and those around you. It is not meant to cover every conceivable circumstance 
that could arise. It is intended to present basic safety precautions that should be followed during 
installation and operation of the Quick-Latch.  

Because you are the only part of the machine that can think and reason, your responsibility is not 
lessened by the addition of operation aids or warning devices. You are the person who can be relied 
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upon to ensure the safety of yourself and those around you. Be a PROFESSIONAL and follow the rules 
of safety.  

 
Safety 
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Placement of Warning and Operator Instruction Decals 

IMPORTANT! Before using this Central Fabricators’ Quick-Latch, place the attachment warning decal 
(22) and the operator instruction decal (23) on the inside windows of the cab, as shown in Figure 1. 

Care must be taken during operation of the excavator with Quick-Latch attached.  In certain positions 
the bucket or attachment can contact the operator’s cab and damage the cab with possible injury to the 
operator. 
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Installation 

 

Installation Procedure: 

1. Remove existing attachment (bucket, hammer, etc.) 
from the excavator. 

2. Remove the seal a-rings from the attachment. Clean and position 
them over the Quick-latch bosses and then roll them over the 
Quick-latch boss "park-lip" (See Figure 2).  

3. Position the Quick-latch on the ground next to the end of the 
excavator arm. Move the excavator arm to position it over the 
Quick-latch (See Figure 3). lower the excavator arm and power 
link to align the mounting holes in the Quick-latch with holes in 
the arm and link. Install previously removed pins to attach Quick-
latch to the arm and link. 

4. The Quick-latch has an adjustable bushing (See Figure 2).  Verify 
that the adjustable bushing is "set up" per the excavator 
attachment mounting specifications. Shims may have to be 
removed or added to meet specification.  

5. Verify that excavator arm seal o-rings are properly positioned and 
fitted. 

IMPORTANT!  Before installing the Quick-Latch, 
Thoroughly clean the arm/bucket joint area at the end 
of the excavator arm to avoid bearing contamination. 

The Quick-Latch is designed to be installed like a 
Bucket.  Refer to any bucket mounting and setup 
Procedures that may be in the excavator operator’s 
Manual. 
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Operation 
Attachment Pickup 

1. Retract internal swing latch (item #2, parts illustration, page 9) to 
the "pick-up" position. Method: (See Fig. 7). On the rear of the latch, 
loosen and completely "back out" the latch nut that does NOT have a 
retainer horseshoe. Then, back out the nut that has a horseshoe to 
the point where the swing latch contacts the internal swing latch stop 
block. The Quick-Latch is ready to pick up an attachment. 

2. Install and secure a set of OEM attachment mounting pins (not 
supplied by C.F.I.) or compatible pins in the attachments that are 
going to be used with the Quick-Latch. 

3. Operate the excavator to position the Quick-Latch in a vertical 
orientation (See Fig. 4). The attachment must be level and resting 
securely on the ground. 

4. Lower the Quick-Latch and hook the pin on the front of the 
attachment that is being interfaced (See Fig. 5). 

5. Rotate the Quick-Latch and seat the rear of the latch over the rear 
attachment pin. Be absolutely sure the Quick-Latch is seated on 
the pin. Leave the attachment on the ground until secured (See 
Fig. 6). 

6. Secure the attachment. Method: On the rear of the Quick-Latch, 
tighten the swing latch nut that has the retainer horseshoe. Then, 
tighten the nut that does not have a retainer horseshoe. Torque 
nuts per the specifications on page 8, daily maintenance, item 2. 
Torque the nuts more for vibratory compactor and hydraulic 
hammer type of attachment applications. Do not exceed the 
maximum torques listed on page 8. 

7. Visually verify that the swing latch is seated on the rear pin of the 
attachment by looking down from the rear top of the Quick-Latch and 
by viewing the swing latch to pin engagement. 
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Operation 
Additional Safety Information 

8. At the rear of the Quick-Latch (away from the operator's 
seat), remove the lynch pin from the safety latch pin. Slide 
the safety latch pin from the rest position to the latched 

position (See Figure 8 & 8A). Install the lynch pin in the opposite end of 
the safety latch pin. The safety latch pin is a safety device to 

mechanically secure the attachment in the event of the failure of 

the swing arm latch bolts. If the safety latch pin cannot be 

positioned as shown due to interference with the latch arm safety 

stop, this is an indication that the swing arm is not properly 

positioned on the bucket link pin. Before continuing, determine 

cause of interference and correct as necessary. The machine 

should not be operated without the pin in the latched position. (See 

Figure 8 & 8A). 

9. The attachment is now ready for use. 

Attachment Removal 

1. Place attachment on the ground and relieve the down 
force between the Quick-Latch and the attachment pins. 

WARNING!  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE 

ATTACHMENT UNTIL THIS STEP IS COMPLETE TO PREVENT 
UNEXPECTED MOVEMENT.  RESIDUAL STATIC LOADS IN THE 
EXCAVATOR ARM AND BOOM MAY CAUSE THE VEHICLE AND 
QUICK-LATCH TO SUDDENLY MOVE UNEXPECTEDLY FROM THE 
REST POSITION AND CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY. 

2. Remove the safety latch pin from its latched position (See Figure 8 & 
8A) and install it in the rest position. 

3. Retract internal swing latch (item #2, parts illustration, page 9) to the 
"pick-up" position. Method: (See Figure 7). On the rear of the Quick-
latch, loosen and completely "back-out" the latch nut that does NOT 
have a retainer horseshoe. Then back out the nut that has the 
retainer horseshoe to the point where the swing latch contacts the 
internal swing latch stop block. The Quick-latch is ready for removal. 

4. Operate the excavator to rotate and position the Quick-latch in a 
vertical orientation (See Figure 9). 

5. Raise the Quick-Latch from the pin on the front of the attachment 
(See Figure 10) 

6. Attachment removal is complete. 
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Maintenance 
Daily 

 

CAUTION! IF DAMAGE OR WELD CRACKS ARE FOUND DURING DAILY INSPECTION, 

DO NOT USE THE QUICK-LATCH. POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT OR 

PERSONAL INJURY COULD RESULT. 

1. Visually inspect the Quick-latch for damage or weld cracks. If damage or weld cracks are found, 
contact Central Fabricators, Inc. before attempting to use the Quick-latch. 

2. Verify the swing latch nuts that secure the attachment to the Quick-Latch are tight. If the nuts are 
loose, tighten the nuts. 

Note: Torque the swing latch nuts: 

1” threads: 300-350 ft. lbs. Normal, 600 ft. lbs maximum 

1.25” threads: 600-650 ft. lbs. Normal, 1300 ft. lbs. Maximum 

Weekly 

1. Verify the attachment is snug and secure in the front hooks and rear saddle of the Quick-latch. If 
excessive looseness is noticeable, inspect the Quick-latch and attachment pins for damage or 
structural failure. Contact Central Fabricators factory personnel for assistance. 

2. Inspect the swing latch nuts and swing bolts for stretch or damage to the threads. If the nuts or 
swing bolts are damaged or worn, replace immediately. 

3. Unlatch and remove the attachment: 

3a. From the bottom side of the Quick-Latch, inspect the internal swing latch for excessive wear or 
damage. If damaged, replace with a new swing latch. 

3b. From the bottom side of 
the Quick-Latch, inspect 
the integral lifting hook 
for wear or damage. If 
damaged, contact 
Central Fabricators for 
repair instructions. 

Monthly 

1. Lubricate the swing latch 
pivot with a good grade of 
water resistant grease. 
Apply through lube fitting 
(See Figure 11). 

Storing the Quick-Latch 
1. Apply a light coat of oil to all exposed metal parts (nuts, bolts, hook, etc. 

2. Lubricate the swing latch pivot (See Monthly Maintenance).  
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Replaceable Parts List 
3000396 Liebherr 900 B/C Top / John Deere 595 Bottom 

Quick Latch 

 
Ref. 
Number 

Part 
Number 

Part 
Description 

 
Req. 

 
See Parts Fig. 1 

1 3000396 Quick-Latch Assembly (complete) 1 
2 C617441 Swing Latch 1 
3 C319049 Swing Latch Bolt – 1.00” – 8 UNC Thread 2 
4 C11073 Swing Latch Nut – 1.00” – 8 UNC Thread  2 
5 C259925 Grease Fitting - .12 NPT 1 
6 C36782 Pin Kit – (includes pin, spacer, and lock ring) 1 
7 C319117 Locking Pin 1 
8 C257535 Capscrew - .38 – 16 UNC x 1.25 Gr 8 1 
9 303154 Flat Washer 1 

See Parts Fig. 1 
10 NA   
11 NA   
12 NA   
13 NA   
14 NA   
15 NA   
16 NA   
17 NA   
18 NA   
19 C30108 Lynch Pin 1 
20 C31586 Latch Pin 1 
21 C30107 Spring Pin 1 
22 C16939 Decal – (See Item 22 on Page 4) 1 
23 C319029 Decal – (See Item 22 on Page 4) 1 
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